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I- Looking at Correspondent Banking Relations Through the
Lens of Global Compliance



II- The Inherent Risks of Correspondent Banking Relations



III- Maintaining & Protecting Respondent/ Correspondent
Relations
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Figures talk




Figures talk

Global Financial Institutions
Fined USD 35 Billion for
AML, Sanctions & KYC NonCompliance Since 2008
Financial Crisis
Majority of financial
institutions get fined by
international regulators
rather than their own
regulators
(Extraterritoriality risk)







Globally an average of 200
regulatory changes per day
(200/D) resulting in 70,000
per year
No wonder we keep
updating and amending our
manuals and PPs round the
clock
ALARP (As low as
reasonably possible or
practicable) i.e residual risk
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Extraterritorial jurisdiction, or “extraterritoriality,” is the ability of a state to
make, apply, and enforce laws, regulations, and other rules of conduct in
respect to persons, property, or activity beyond its territory. The US is the
primary government engaged in applying extraterritoriality to its sanctions
regime



Extraterritorial sanctions mean that “non-US citizens and companies are also
expected to comply with” outside the jurisdiction of the US. These sanctions
are also known as “secondary sanctions” as opposed to “primary sanctions.”
(ex: FFI processing US dollar clearing to an Iranian bank, can become a sanctions target
although there is no U.S person involved)



The EU, believing that the practice of extraterritoriality violates international
law, does not allow for the concept of extraterritoriality in relation to the
sanctions restrictions.



So the differences in sanctions regimes create additional Challenges
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Wolfsberg

OFACSCP &
U.S
AMLA

NYDFS
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FATF:



FATF R13 requires additional measures to be applied to cross-border
correspondent banking relationships, in addition to performing the CDD
and enhanced due diligence (EDD) measures in R10 for high risk
customers. Such measures (BRO identification, AML/CFT standards by
respondent bank) are appropriate because cross-border correspondent
banking relationships are seen to be inherently higher risk than domestic
correspondent customer relationships.



Upstream vs Downstream correspondent services



Wolfsberg:

R16 (Wire Transfers/Travel Rule), R10 (CDD), & R13 (Corres.Bk)
should be adhered to before cross-border correspondent banking services
may be provided to a respondent institution. R16 calls for full ordering &
BNF client details.

A pioneer in developing frameworks and guidance for the
management of financial crime risks underlying CBSs.(FCCQ, CBDDQ).
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New York State Department of Financial Services (NYDFS)
issued Final Rule Part 504 on June 30, 2016, requiring
regulated institutions to maintain transaction monitoring &
filtering programs (TMPs) that are reasonably designed to:



Monitor transactions prior to their execution to prevent unlawful
transactions with targets of economic sanctions administered
by OFAC



The Final Rule, which went into effect on January 1, 2017, also
requires board of directors and/or senior officer(s) of regulated
institutions to make annual certifications to the NYDFS
confirming that they have taken all steps necessary to comply
with TMP requirements.



This law has also a direct impact on foreign banks operating in
New York and correspondent relations with FFIs
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OFAC strongly encourages organizations subject to U.S.
jurisdiction, as well as foreign entities that conduct business in or
with the United States, U.S. persons, to employ a risk-based
approach to sanctions compliance by developing, implementing,
and routinely updating a Sanctions Compliance Program
(SCP).



Components of the five-pronged risk-based SCP:
(1) management commitment; (2) risk assessment; (3) internal
controls; (4) testing and auditing; and (5) training.



FIs can reduce the severity of penalties assessed against them
for violating US sanctions if the compliance programs they had in
place when infractions occurred were “Effective”
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OFAC may, in appropriate cases, consider the existence of an effective
SCP at the time of an apparent violation as a factor in its analysis as to
whether a case is deemed “egregious.” مخالفة فادحة



Senior management promotes a “culture of compliance” throughout the
organization by allowing staff to report sanctions violations to senior
management without fear of reprisal.( ) المعاقبة



Senior management takes actions that discourage misconduct and
prohibited activities
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The Anti-Money Laundering Act (AMLA) introduced in January 2021 by U.S
Congress made sweeping reforms to the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) and other
anti-money laundering rules. Most significant changes to the AML legal
landscape:



New beneficial ownership requirements and the creation of a registry



Broader Department of Justice (DOJ) and Department of the
Treasury (Treasury) subpoena authority for non-U.S. bank
records



Expanded definition of “financial institution” to include “dealers in antiquities”
and “virtual currencies”



Increased BSA/AML penalties



New SAR pilot program to allow regulated financial institutions to share SARs
with their foreign branches, subsidiaries, and affiliates



New whistleblower program
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The Act broadens pre-existing authority under the BSA to
allow Treasury or DOJ to subpoena the financial records
of non-U.S. (or foreign) banks that hold
correspondent
accounts
with
U.S.
financial
institutions. Under the new authority, these agencies
will be able to demand not only information from the
foreign bank about its use of the U.S. correspondent
account, but about any account of the foreign bank,
including records maintained outside the United States.
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What is considered high risk for AML purposes may not necessarily be
considered high risk for sanctions compliance, and vice versa.



This principle also applies to low risk. One mistake some firms make is using
their AML country risk ratings for their sanctions risk assessment, which can
lead to inaccurate results.



Couple of examples:
Turkey, for example, although it is not highly sanctioned, is known to be an
entry point for foreign fighters, money, and goods passing into Syria, and for
financing terrorism.
Japan, which also is not highly sanctioned, buys Iranian oil, but does not share
a border or a deep cultural relationship with Iran.

North Korea which is likely to be a red flag for being sanctioned, have political &
economic relationships with other countries. Certain provinces of China that
border NK are high risk for smuggled money and goods from NK. UAE is also a
short boat trip from Iran and a known transshipment point for goods heading to
Iran
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MT103, 710,202, 320

Foreign Financial
Institution (FFI)

Nesting: Correspondent banking
client provides services for other
banks through nested activity
Correspondent banks
don’t want to bear the
compliance risk of their
respondent bank’s clients
.
Downstream
correspondent

Respondent
Bank A

Respondent
Bank B

Respondent
Bank C
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Sanctions evasion is the deliberate act of avoiding or circumventing sanctions to
engage in prohibited activity without being caught



Customer facing staff and customer relationships should be the primary defense
against sanctions evasion (customer onboarding)



Two types of evasion: Evasion can happen in two ways. External evasion happens
when the customer or its third party violates sanctions. Internal evasion happens
when an organization’s own staff members commit a violation, such as Stripping.
What is internal evasion for one firm (e.g., a firm’s employees removing sanctioned
information from a payment message) may be external for another firm (e.g., the
firm receiving the stripped payment messages).



Wire Stripping is the intentional removal or modification of information from a
record, either by a customer or by an organization’s staff, to avoid detection against
a sanctions list. The most common methods involve intentionally omitting or
removing key information from a transaction, such as the sender’s name or the
business name. (Mahan airlines LTD, or Mehan airlines LTD, Tehran) i.e phonetic
search
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-Serial MT 103 (time consuming, costly)
-MT202COV for screening
-MT 202 is risky and evades
sanctions (LC Settlement)

(Source ACAMS)
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In addition to stripping, there are other methods that internal staff can
employ to intentionally evade sanctions, such as Whitelisting sanctioned
individuals or entities.



Sanctions programs rely on automatic screening of customer and
transaction information, and therefore there is a high possibility of false
positive results from such automated screening.



A person or entity that is not on a sanctions list gets flagged for having a
similar name. For efficiency’s sake, a known false positive result can be
whitelisted so that personnel do not waste time reviewing the same
information repeatedly.



Hence, without effective internal controls & disciplinary actions, an
employee could potentially whitelist a sanctioned business or individual,
thus allowing payments and other transactions to pass through unflagged.
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The 50% ownership rule is important in both the United States and
Europe. In the United States, the rule is that when a business or other
organization reviews the ownership of a customer or prospective
customer, if that entity is owned at a 50% level or higher by a
sanctioned individual or entity, it must also be considered sanctioned
even if it is not on OFAC list.



The rule is similar in the EU, but the entity must be owned at level
higher than 50%.



So in U.S ≥ 50 %. In EU >50 %
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We can no longer look at sanctions compliance in isolation as we also
need to consider other risks like security, proliferation finance, human
rights, & corruption.



Magnitsky Act targeting human rights offenders & corrupt actors has
an overarching impact on how we carry out due diligence on CBSs
especially if the respondent FI maintains accounts for state-owned
enterprises and PEPs



Several jurisdictions have enacted Magnitsky-style regulations like
Canada, Estonia, Lithuania, UK & Latvia adding another challenge &
posing new risks



Similarly, Sectoral Sanctions Identification-SSI programs targeting
Ukraine/Russia which are smart & fact-based sanctions have created
additional challenges when conducting CBSs (ownership analysis,
understanding the nature of transaction: prohibited or permissible, GL, SL)
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Sanctions are Strict Liability. Strict liability means the organization is liable even
if it did not intend to violate sanctions.



When an organization uncovers a problem with its compliance, addressing it
internally isn’t always enough. Self-disclosure to your regulator or correspondent
is always recommended and may result in lower fine or no fine at all



Always remember the 50 pct rule states that any entity directly or indirectly
owned by 50 pct or more in the aggregate by one or more sanctioned persons is
considered sanctioned regardless of whether it appears on the OFAC list



An organization must ensure its sanctions compliance program is current &
complete. It should keep track of any changes to laws and sanctions and adapt
its program accordingly.
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